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Song Lyrics Translation The Answer - KodalineWatch your steps or you can fall Or you will fallYou act like you are a know-it-allYou are arrogant actionYeah I used to do it, I used to like thatYeah, I used to, I used to likeT I'm still a bit like ThatYou're still a little so you might think you've found one you might think you find your soul mate Until your heart is torn
and torn Until your heart is torn and hurtYeah I used to feel bad , I used to feel like ThatYeah, I used to be hurt, I used to still feel a little like thatT I just talked through a loaT I'm not looking for answersBut I'm not looking for the truthT I just talked through a speakerTI just talked through speakersBe because that's all I've ever learned to do It's all you have
because in this world, that's all you have. Not looking for answersNo, I'm not looking for the truth No, I'm not looking for the truthT I just talked through a speakerT I just talked through speakersBe because that's all I can learn to do Because that's all I can do about you? What about you? So watch your step or you can fallMaka carefully to step or you will fall
You act as you are a know-it-allYou are arrogant actionsYeah I used to do it, I used to be like thatYeah, I used to be, I used to be, I used to be like ThatTu is still a bit like ThatYou are still very lyrical Sometimes - Hi Guys! This time Bekap Lirik will make lyrics sometimes translated into Indonesian songs performed by Kodaline. Sometimes is a song from the
next album released on March 6, 2020. Get your favorite lyrics complete with translations only in Bekap Lirik. You can also get the meaning of Sometimes lyrics here, and if you want to listen to this song, listen to it on Spotify, JOOX, Deezer, KKBoox, iTunes, Apple Music, and your favorite online music platforms. [Verse 1] I'm not looking for an answer I'm not
looking for answers just hope that these words will help anyone listen. is an opportunity to fight wrestling forever Every day is an opportunity to fight for the sake of the future Try to modify again Try to modify again [Pre-Chorus] But I broke down and I lost control But I ruined it and lost control The band did not care because they have a good program Band do
not care because they have a good programT I will not cry because I am lucky I know I will not cry , because I am luckyIt is a restless heart and a beautiful soul A restless heart and a beautiful soul Really does not matter if I stay or go It does not matter if I survive or goIt hits me hard but I am lucky I know I was hit , But I am now [Chorus] All my friends All my
friendsWhen understand Do not understand Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm blind Maybe I'm blind Maybe we'll all get lost sometimes Maybe sometimes we'll all get lost Sometimes (Oh oh oh oh) (Oh oh oh oh oh) [Verse 2] And every night when I'm a And every night when I myself put a podcast on I listen to some more podcastIt helps me sleep
away Help me get a good night's sleep Keep me studying daily Make me continue studying every day Reading about meditation Reading about meditationFights go hesitation Against doubtHanging than I Have in meEasing anxiety Reduce anxiety [Pre-Chorus] But I break and I break and I Out of control But I screwed it up and disappeared control The band
did not care because they had a good show The band did not care because they had a good showI will not cry because I'm lucky I know I will not cry, because I'm luckyIt is luckyIt is a restless heart and a beautiful soul A restless heart and a Beautiful soul Really does not matter if I stay or go It does not matter if I survive or goIt's hit me hard but I'm lucky I
know me , but I'm now [Chorus] All my friends All my friendsWhen understand Not understand Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm blind Maybe we'll all be blind Get lost sometimes Maybe sometimes we'll all get lostSometimes (Oh oh oh)(Oh oh oh) Maybe we'll all get lost sometimes Maybe sometimes we'll all get lost (Oh oh oh oh) [Pre-Chorus] But
I break and I lose control But I screwed it up and lost controlThe band didn't care because they were there a good show The band did not care because they had a good showI will not cry because I'm lucky I know I will not cry, because I'm luckyIt's a restless heart and a beautiful soul A restless heart and a beautiful soul Really does not matter if I stay or go It
doesn't matter if I survive or goIt's hit me difficult but I'm taking it slowly , but I replied casually [Chorus] All my friends All my friendsWhen understood Do not understand Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm crazy Maybe I'm blind Maybe I'm blind Maybe we'll all get lost sometimes Maybe sometimes we'll all be Oh oh oh)But the band don't care because they've got a
good show but the band doesn't care because they have a good showI won't cry because I'm lucky I know (oh oh oh oh) I won't cry, Because I'm lucky nowA restless heart and a beautiful soul (oh oh oh) A restless heart and a beautiful soul really does not matter if I stay or go It does not matter if I go or surviveIt hits me hard but I'm taking it's slow but I
answered by chanceSo get lost sometimes All can sometimes get lost [Outro] I'm not looking for an answer I'm not looking for an answer just hope that these words will help anyone listen : Mark Prendergast, Jason Boland, Vincent May &amp; Steve Garrigan Label/Copyrights: © RCA Records Lyrics translation Sometimes by: Full encapsulated music, songs,
images, lyrics Sometimes belongs to Kodaline and copyright holders. The site only presents the meaning of lyrics sometimes translated into Indonesian with the aim that songs and lyrics can be easily understood by music lovers. Share your criticisms and suggestions in the comments section so we can do better in the future. Album: In a Perfect World Year:
2013 Genre(s): Indie rock, Alternative rock Writer(s): Vincent May, Stephen Garrigan, Mark Prendergast Producer: Stephen Harris English People keep talking But I can't hear a word they say Life just keeps moving The world gets every stranger day Indonesia People keep talking But I can't hear anything they say Life keeps moving Every day the world gets
weirder yes, Time is on your side That's what people tell you But I've let you go And, yes, Time is on your side That's what people tell you But I have to let you go My head is saying this is better I just want you to know I can't keep forever When all I want to do is give go All I want to do is let go of my head saying this for the better is let go All I want is to let go
of the siren is screaming But I can not hear a single sound And I feel uncomfortable And I wait, and I wait for a change to come around screaming siren But I can not hear a single voice and I feel restless and I wait, and I'm waiting for a change to I get the feeling that this is better and I just want you to know I can not keep forever When all I want to do is let go
Ooh, ooh, yes All I want to do is give go Ooh , ooh my head says this for better things I just want you to know I can not last forever When all I want is to let go , yes All I want is to let go of Ooh, ooh Are you looking for an answer or just peace of mind? When your life has lost its meaning Maybe you need a little time. When your life has lost meaning Maybe
you need a little time You are looking for an answer Or just peace of mind? When your life has lost its meaning Maybe you need a little time. When your life has lost meaning maybe you need a little time
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